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Dear Parents
Marvellous Manuscripts Competition
Congratulations this week must go to Class 4, Mrs Dennant and Mrs Johnstone for
winning the Marvellous Manuscripts competition at Lincoln Cathedral. The result was
displayed in the Cathedral on Saturday and Mrs Johnstone was able to speak to
members of the team responsible for judging the competition. We have received
feedback that “the manuscripts were of such a high
standard, the Worshipful Company of Scriveners and The
Society of Scribes & Illuminators were so impressed”.
Furthermore, many of the entries were from Secondary
Schools, but the quality of cross curricula learning and
display in a ‘C.A.L.M’ presentation astounded the Scriveners
the most. Our work will go in their newsletter and the children will be rewarded with a
certificate for their hard work. Wow and well done!
Wonderful Writers
Mr Watson was so impressed with the writing of Tiggy and Zia this week that he shared it (anonymously) online tagging a
selection of real life authors. What was even better, was the feedback. The writing has
been read by teachers as far away as Australia and New Zealand and the writing was
‘liked’ by poets Julie Douglas and Kia Carrington-Russell and by authors, Liz Pichon
(Tom Gates Series), Chris Riddell (Ottoline Series), Guy Bass (StitchHead and Atomic!
Series), Malorie Blackman (Pig-Heart Boy & Boys Don’t Cry), SF Said (Varjak Paw),
Chris Callaghan and Laura Marshall. The most exciting part was the personal message
from Cressida Cowell (How to Train Your Dragon), which you can see. It’s amazing to
think how far writing can travel and that sometimes your audience is much bigger than the people you see in your
classroom and school everyday! You can find the writing on School Story. Enjoy.
Sports Day
It turns out we weren’t to be lucky with the weather and Murphy’s Law held true on our
scheduled Sports Day last Tuesday. We had a suspicion the weather would be touch and go, so
prepared you before the weekend to be ‘weather watching’, but how typical to have ‘double
rain blobs’ forecast and barely a drop fall! Even though it didn’t actually rain the ground was
slippy for competitive racing and soggy for equipment. We wholeheartedly apologise for the
cancellation, it was actioned following research on a number of weather sites upon my arrival at
school - I thank you for your understanding. We very much hope that the sun will be shining for our re-scheduled attempt
on Tuesday 11th July.
Leavers & Achievers
Coming home tonight will be an invitation to our Leavers and Achievers celebration in which every class will
share music, song or performance and we award children across the whole school with our Achievement Awards.
We also take the opportunity to say farewell to our Leavers and so Year Six will lead a section of the celebration.
We hope you will be able to join us on Wednesday 19th July at 1pm at School.
Kind regards, Hayley Adams

